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Abstract

Autonomous vehicle-based storage and retrieval systems are commonly used in e-commerce

fulfillment as they allow a high and flexible throughput capacity. In these systems, roaming

robots transport loads between a storage location and a workstation. Two main variants

exist: Horizontal, where the robots only move horizontally and use lifts for vertical transport

and a new variant Vertical, where the robots can also travel vertically in the rack. This pa-

per builds a framework to analyze the performance of the vertical system and to compare its

throughput capacity with the horizontal system. We build closed-queueing network models

for this that in turn are used to optimize the design. The results show that the optimal

height-to-width ratio of a vertical system is around 1. As a large number of system robots

may lead to blocking and delays, we compare the effect of two different robot blocking proto-

cols on the system throughput: robot Recirculation and Wait-On-Spot. The Wait-On-Spot

policy produces a higher system throughput when the number of robots in the system is

small. However, for a large number of robots in the system, the Recirculation policy domi-

nates the Wait-On-Spot policy. Finally, we compare the operational costs of the vertical and

the horizontal transport system. For systems with one load/unload (L/U) point, the vertical

system always produces a similar or higher system throughput, with a lower operating cost

compared to the horizontal system with a discrete lift. It also outperforms the horizontal

system with a continuous lift in systems with two L/U points.

Key words: Internal transportation, robotic technology, queueing networks, performance analysis,

blocking
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1 Introduction

The main challenge in e-commerce fulfillment is to adapt the picking capacity to the order volume

required. The Shuttle- or Autonomous Vehicle-based Storage and Retrieval System (AVS/RS) is

one candidate to address this challenge. In this system, the combination of autonomous shuttles

and lifts are used to perform the order fulfillment process. Typically, the system throughput

is constrained by the number of lifts in this system. Shuttles move in the horizontal direction

using rails and are transported in the vertical direction using lifts. Hence, we categorize them as

Horizontal systems.

Recently, robotic-based storage and retrieval systems have been developed that eliminate the

multi-touch retrieval process of AVS/R systems. In these systems, a single robot can independently

roam throughout the storage rack to transport items between storage locations and workstations.

Two variants of robots used in these systems. In the first group, robots move independently in

horizontal and diagonal directions to access a storage location, which we categorize as Diagonal

systems. One example of the diagonal system is a climbing robot called Rack RacerTM(see Figure

1a) developed by Fraunhofer IML. In the second group, which is the focus of this study, robots

move independently in the horizontal and vertical directions inside the rack structure. Therefore

we categorize them as Vertical systems. Perfect PickTMdeveloped by OPEX Corporations is one

example of a vertical system, using the iBotTM(see Figure 1b) as a robot. Since its inception in

2013, vertical systems have been installed at several e-retailer warehouses in the U.S., such as

iHerb, BHFO, NewEgg, and Petzl.

The single-touch retrieval process gives the vertical system an edge over its horizontal counter-

part when it comes to flexibility and throughput adjustment. In the vertical system, the desired

throughput level can be obtained by only choosing the correct number of robots. However, in the

horizontal system, the number of shuttles, as well as the number of lifts, need to be adjusted to

achieve a certain throughput. Furthermore, adding additional lifts requires a major overhaul of

the system. Moreover, if one of the robots breaks down in the vertical system, it can be replaced

without affecting the operation. In contrast, a failure of an exchange point in the horizontal sys-
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(a) RackRacerTM(Fraunhofer 2014) (b) iBotTM(OPEX 2013)

Figure 1: Robots in single-touch systems

tem could result in a system shutdown. Although it seems that the vertical system is more flexible

and reliable compared to the horizontal system, it is not clear which system achieves a higher

throughput performance with the same storage capacity and number of robots. As a result, a

comprehensive study on both systems is required to make that judgment. Many studies exist that

analyze the performance of the horizontal systems (e.g. Malmborg (2002), Marchet et al. (2012),

and Roy et al. (2012)), while the vertical system has not been studied yet. Therefore, we first

need to investigate the vertical system before we can compare the performance and costs of the

two systems.

The throughput capacity of the vertical system depends on several design choices, in particular,

the layout configuration and the number of operating robots. Although increasing the number of

robots increases the system throughput capacity, it can simultaneously lead to increased blocking

delays, potentially reducing the throughput capacity. Therefore, an understanding of the effect

of blocking and mitigating policies on performance is crucial, especially in the conceptual design

phase. To evaluate the different blocking policies and system designs, one obvious approach is to

build detailed simulation models. However, developing a realistic and detailed simulation model for

analyzing all possible design scenarios and parameter settings is very time consuming. Therefore,

at the early conceptualization stage, analytical models are used to reduce the design search space

and identify a few promising configurations, which can then be fine-tuned using simulation. These

analytical models are faster to evaluate, and they allow optimization by enumeration over a large
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number of design parameters (Tappia et al. 2017, Zaerpour et al. 2015).

Hence, the objective of this paper is to answer the following research questions:

1. How to build accurate and efficient analytical models to analyze the performance of the

vertical system?

2. What is an optimal layout for the vertical system in terms of throughput performance?

3. How do the blocking delays affect the throughput performance of the vertical system?

4. Which system is better in terms of costs and throughput capacity: horizontal or vertical?

The focus and prime contribution of this paper lies in the model formulation, analysis, and system

comparison. The prime performance metric during the conceptualization phase is the system

throughput. We build a closed-queueing network to model and use the system and Approximate

Mean Value Analysis (AMVA) to estimate the system throughput. We analyze a Recirculation

(REC) blocking policy and compare it with the benchmark Wait-On-Spot (WOS) policy for robots

that are blocked. Finally, we compare the performance and operational costs of the vertical and

horizontal system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the literature review is presented.

Section 3 describes the vertical system as well as the blocking policies for the vertical system.

In Section 4, we model the systems as queueing networks and in Section 5 we present solution

approaches and estimate the performance. In Section 6, the numerical analysis is performed.

Specifically, we present the optimal configuration of the vertical system and compare the perfor-

mance of the two blocking policies. Section 7 compares the horizontal and the vertical system for

costs. Conclusions are given in Section 8.

2 Literature review

Several studies have developed analytical models to analyze the performance of the horizontal

system. The articles can be categorized into three main groups.
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Modeling AVS/R Systems: Malmborg (2002) was the first to analyze the horizontal

(AVS/R) system. He developed a state equation model to estimate the vehicle utilization and

cycle time as a function of system design parameters, e.g. the number shuttles, lifts, tiers and

storage columns. Malmborg (2003) extended the state equation model by including the pending

transactions in the state space description as well to estimate the storage and retrieval cycle time,

system utilization and throughput capacity for various system design profiles. Note that the state

equation approach is computationally inefficient for solving large scale problems. Therefore, Kuo

et al. (2007) and Fukunari and Malmborg (2008) proposed a nested queueing approach to over-

come this problem. In this approach, the lift is modeled as a queueing system which is nested

within a separate vehicle queueing system. In the lift queueing system, vehicles are customers and

the lifts are servers, while in the vehicle queueing system, transactions are customers and vehicles

are servers. The two systems are analyzed iteratively until the performance measures converge.

The problem with this approach is its inability to model a scenario in which the cycle starts from

outside the storage rack, for example, when loads are received from outside the storage rack. To

address this drawback, Fukunari and Malmborg (2009) proposed a queueing network model as

an alternative to the nested queueing approach to estimate the performance of AVS/R system.

This enabled them to also capture the performance of the system when interfacing with outside

systems. Although these models are efficient in estimating the vehicle utilization with reasonable

accuracy, they usually fail to estimate the transaction waiting time accurately. Zhang et al. (2009)

addressed this problem by dynamically choosing among three different queueing approximations,

based on the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of transaction inter-arrival times. Using this

procedure, they were able to increase the accuracy of the transaction waiting time estimation sig-

nificantly. Heragu et al. (2011) used an open queueing network model and an existing tool called

Manufacturing Performance Analyzer (MPA) to analyze the performance of the AVS/R system.

Then they provided an extensive comparison between the performance of AVS/R systems and

traditional AS/R systems. Marchet et al. (2012) also used the open queueing network approach to

estimate the transaction cycle time of the AVS/R system with tier-captive vehicles. Ekren et al.

(2013), Cai et al. (2014), and Roy et al. (2015b) used semi-open queueing networks to evaluate
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the performance of the AVS/R system with tier-to-tier (pooled) vehicles. Lerher et al. (2015)

derived a closed-form expression of the mean travel time for single and dual-command orders in a

single-deep AVS/R system.

Design Choices for AVS/R Systems: Fukunari et al. (2004) studied the choice of vehicle

dwell points in the AVS/R system, using a decision-tree analysis. Kuo et al. (2008) used the queue-

ing network approach to investigate the effect of the class-based storage policy on the cycle time

for an AVS/R system. Ekren and Heragu (2010) used simulation in combination with a regression

analysis to analyze the effect of different rack configurations on the system performance. In the

regression model, they investigated the effect of three inputs (number of tiers, aisles, and bays)

on system performance measures. Ekren et al. (2010) developed a simulation-based experimental

design to identify several factors that affect the performance of the AVS/RS. These factors include

the L/U point location, dwell point policy, scheduling rule, and interleaving rule and their effect

on the storage and retrieval transaction average cycle time, and average utilization of vehicles and

lifts.Roy et al. (2012) modeled one tier of the AVS/R system as a multi-class semi-open queueing

network with class switching to investigate the impact of design decisions on the performance of

the system. They used a decomposition approach to evaluate the effect of different system depth

to width ratios, vehicle assignment rules, and multiple storage zones on the expected system cycle

time and vehicle utilization. Roy et al. (2015a) used a semi-open queueing network to analyze the

optimal choice of dwell-point location and cross-aisle location. Their study showed that the end

of the aisle is the optimal location for the cross-aisles, while the L/U point dwell policy improved

the performance of the system.

Control Policies for AVS/R Systems: The more complex and stochastic nature of AVS/R

system operation requires dynamic and real-time control policies. Especially, in some variants of

the system with bi-directional single lanes, there is a possibility of a deadlock in the system. He

and Luo (2009) used colored time Petri nets to dynamically model AVS/R systems to establish

the necessary conditions to have a deadlock-free system. Roy et al. (2014) investigated the effect

of vehicle blocking in the AVS/R system and proposed a semi-open queueing network to analyze

the system performance and design trade-offs. Their results showed that the blocking delays
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Table 1: Overview of the literature

Research Category Article Research Issue Methodology

Modeling Malmborg (2002, 2003) Estimate vehicle utilization and cycle time State equation model
Kuo et al. (2007), Fukunari and Malmborg (2008) Estimate vehicle utilization and cycle time Nested queueing model
Fukunari and Malmborg (2009) Estimate vehicle utilization and cycle time Closed-queueing network

interfacing material flow system
Zhang et al. (2009) Estimating transaction waiting time Variance-based nested queueing model
Heragu et al. (2011) Comparison with AS/RS Open-queueing network and MPA
Marchet et al. (2012) Estimate transaction cycle time Open-queueing network

in tier-captive AVS/RS
Ekren et al. (2013), Cai et al. (2014), Roy et al. (2015b) Model AVS/R system with with pooled vehicles Semi-open queueing network
Lerher et al. (2015) Estimate mean travel time Closed-form solution

Design Choices Fukunari et al. (2004) Optimal dwell point location Decision-tree analysis
Kuo et al. (2008) Effect of class-based storage on cycle time Closed-queueing network
Ekren and Heragu (2010) Optimal Rack configuration Simulation based regression
Ekren et al. (2010) Effect of design choices on performance Simulation model
Roy et al. (2012) Effect of design choices on cycle time Semi-open queueing network

and vehicle utilization
Roy et al. (2015a) Optimal dwell-point and cross-aisle location Semi-open queueing network

Control Policy He and Luo (2009) Deadlock-free control policy Colored time Petri nets
Roy et al. (2014) Effect of vehicle blocking on performance Semi-open queueing network
Roy et al. (2016) Effect of vehicle blocking on performance Simulation model
Zou et al. (2016) Simultaneously vs sequentially requesting Fork-join queueing network

vehicles and lifts

This Paper Modeling the vertical system; Closed-queueing network
effect of blocking on performance;
comparison with the horizontal system

could contribute up to 20% of the transaction time. A detailed simulation model was developed

by Roy et al. (2016) to evaluate the blocking delay in the AVS/R system. Zou et al. (2016)

investigated a scenario in which the lift and vehicles in the tier-captive AVS/R system are requested

simultaneously instead of sequentially. Using a fork-join queueing network, they showed that for a

system with less than ten tiers, the parallel processing policy resulted in at least 5% performance

improvement compared to the sequential processing policy. Table 1 presents the overview of all

this literature.

The contribution of this study is threefold:

1. Modeling: We are first study to investigate vertical robotic based storage systems. In these

systems, robots move horizontally as well as vertically to perform order transactions. This

makes them fundamentally different from previous AVS/R systems. Therefore, new models

are required to capture their performance.

2. Methodological: We present a jump-over approximation method to analyze the REC

policy. This paper the first study to use this technique in a robotic warehousing context.

3. Design insights: We are the first study to investigate the optimal system size of the new

generation robotic-based vertical system. We also compare the effect of two blocking policies
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on the system throughput capacity. Furthermore, we are the first to compare cost as well as

system throughput performance of vertical systems and of the commonly-known horizontal

systems (AVS/RS).

3 System Description and Assumptions

In Section 3.1, we describe the vertical system and our modeling assumptions. In Section 3.2,

we present two blocking policies for the vertical system to investigate the effect of blocking on

performance. Table 2 presents the main notations used in this study.

Table 2: Main notations

Notation Description

NT number of tiers
NC number of rack sections (columns)
n total number of storage positions in one aisle of the system (2NTNC)
h unit height clearance (tier height)
w unit width clearance (rack section width)
K number of robots (vertical) / shuttles (horizontal)
NLU number of L/U points in the system
vr velocity of the robots (vertical system)
vs velocity of the shuttles (horizontal system)
vl velocity of the lift (horizontal system)
τl, τu load and unload time
τLU processing time in the L/U point (we refer to this as picking time)

3.1 Vertical Robotic Storage and Retrieval Systems

The vertical system consists of several aisles. Each aisle consists of two single-deep storage racks

separated by an aisle in which autonomous robots can move. Each robot can access every storage

location within the aisle by independently moving horizontally and vertically in sequence. The load

and unload point (L/U point) is located at either end or at both ends of each aisle. Additional L/U

points can be included on mezzanine floor to increase the pick capacity (see Figure 2). Technically,

the robots have the ability to move between aisles. However, in current implementations of the

vertical system, the robots are captive to an aisle. Therefore, in this study, we analyze a single
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(a) Ground floor L/U point locations (b) Mezzanine floor L/U point locations

Figure 2: L/U point locations in the vertical system (Source: Bastian Solution)

aisle of the vertical system. Figure 3 shows a side view of a single aisle of the vertical system

with one L/U point. Each aisle is divided into several columns; we denote each column as a rack

section. Robots follow a predefined direction path to access each storage location in the aisle. The

outer loop is unidirectional while each rack section is bidirectional. Each time an order is placed

(xLU , yLU)

L/U Point (x−1, y0)

(xs, ys)

(xr, yr)

(x0, yNT+1)

y

x

w

Retrieval Location

Storage Location

Robot

Rack Section

(x−1, yLU)

0 1 2 NC NC + 1-1

Allowed Travel Direction

h

0

1 (LU)

2

NT

NT + 1

Figure 3: Side view of a single aisle

by a customer, a new retrieval request for a product is made. The control system dispatches the

robot from its dwell point to the requested location, following the allowed direction. It picks up
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the tote containing the ordered product and transports it to the L/U point. A similar process

is followed to store a tote back into the storage location. The travel paths corresponding to the

processing sequence of the storage and retrieval transactions in a dual-command cycle are depicted

in Figures 4a and 4b respectively.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

y

x

Retrieval Location

Storage Location

Robot

(a) Storage Process

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

y

x

Retrieval Location

Storage Location

Robot

(b) Retrieval Process

Figure 4: Dual-command cycle order

We make the following assumptions in analyzing the vertical system:

a. Dual-command cycle orders: We assume the robot first stores the tote containing the previ-

ously fetched items and then retrieves the new tote containing items for the current request.

b. Same rack section: We assume that the dual-command cycle orders always belong to a

specific rack section, i.e. there is always a storage location available in the same rack section

from which we want to retrieve the new item.

c. One L/U point: We assume only one L/U point is available in each aisle unless stated

otherwise (the models can be easily extended to accommodate multiple L/U points).

d. Uniform assignment: We assume that storage and retrieval locations are assigned uniformly

in the system, i.e. the probability of choosing any rack section as well as a location in any

rack section is based on the uniform distribution.

e. One robot per rack section: We assume only one robot can access each rack section at a

certain time to avoid the risk of a deadlock in the system. Since each rack section has a

bi-directional path.
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f. Top entrance: We assume robots enter each rack section from the top and exit from the

bottom.

g. Constant velocity: We ignore acceleration and deceleration of robots and use average velocity

is in our analysis. We also ignored the driving direction changes since the changeover times

are very short. The robots are also assumed to have the same velocity in both horizontal

and vertical directions.

3.2 Effect of Blocking Delays on the Performance of the Vertical Robotic

Storage and Retrieval Systems

To prevent a deadlock in the system, we assume that only one robot is allowed in each rack section

at a certain time. If another robot wants to enter an occupied rack section, it needs to wait outside

in the outer path, since there is no buffer location in a rack section for the waiting robots to queue.

Consequently, increasing the number of robots can potentially lead congestion and blocking delays

in the system. We call the policy in which the blocked robot waits on top of the rack section the

WOS policy. The downside of this policy is that the waiting robot might block other robots that

want to access another rack section, which negatively impacts the performance of the system.

Therefore, we propose another waiting policy to mitigate this problem. In this policy, the REC

policy, the robot first checks the status of the destination rack section and, if it is occupied, the

robot circulates in the outer path around the rack sections. After completing one loop, it checks

the status of the rack section again. If the rack section is no longer occupied, the robot claims it.

Otherwise, it keeps recirculating until the rack section becomes available (Figure 5).

The REC policy can potentially result in a lower throughput, especially when the recirculation

time is long. Furthermore, because the robots keep recirculating in the system, they consume

more energy. However, by using this policy, we are sure that the robots do not block each other

while waiting for the rack section to become empty, which can result in a higher throughput for a

large number of robots.
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(a) Traveling from L/U point to
the top of the rack section

(b) Recirculating while the rack
section is occupied

(c) Servicing the rack section and
return to L/U point

Figure 5: Recirculation policy

4 Vertical System Model Description

Increasing the number of robots in the system may cause delays. However, in Section 4.1, we first

discuss a model where every rack section has unlimited buffer space. This ignores the blocking

effect to establish the maximum system throughput capacity. Next, we investigate the effect of

blocking delays on the performance of the system. In Section 4.2, we present the model for the

WOS policy, and in Section 4.3, we discuss the model for the REC policy.

4.1 Unlimited Buffer Space inside each Rack Section

The process can be divided into three parts (see Figure 3): 1) Traveling to the top of the desired

rack section: loading the item at the L/U point and transporting it from (xLU ,yLU) to (xs,yNT+1).

2) The process within the rack section: descending from yNT+1 to ys and storing the tote, then going

from ys to yr and retrieving the new tote, and finally descending from yr to y0. 3) Transporting the

item back to the L/U point: going from the bottom of the rack section (xr, y0) to the L/U point

(xLU ,yLU) and unloading the retrieved item tote. The whole process is illustrated in Equation 1.
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CTdc =τLU +
|xLU − x0|

vr
+
|yLU − yNT+1|

vr
+
|x0 − xs|

vr
(1)

+
|yNT+1 − ys|

vr
+ τu +

|ys − yr|
vr

+ τl +
|yr − y0|

vr

+
|xr − x0|

vr
+
|y0 − yLU |

vr
+
|x0 − xLU |

vr

In this section, we assume that each rack section has sufficient buffer locations for the waiting

robots to queue. Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding closed-queueing network used to estimate

the performance of the system.

µ−1
LU

µ−1
RS1

µ−1
F1

µ−1
RS2

µ−1
F2

K

µ−1
RSi

µ−1
Fi

µ−1
Bi

µ−1
B2

µ−1
B1

Figure 6: Closed-queueing network with infinite buffer

Infinite Server (IS) queues with deterministic service times are used to model travel to the top

of the rack section (node Fi) and travel from the rack section to the pick station (node Bi). The

L/U point is modeled as a single server queue with an exponential service time (node LU) and each

rack section is modeled as a single server queue with a generally distributed service time (node

RSi). Although there is only one L/U point in the system, the network can also accommodate a

second L/U point by extending it to a multi-class closed queueing network, in which robots are

assigned to each L/U point based on their class.
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Service Time Expression

Based on the system description and the assumptions, the expected service time of each node can

be calculated. µ−1LU depends on the speed of the picker. Equations 2 and 3 show the derivations of

µ−1Fi
and µ−1Bi

, respectively in which i = 1, .., NC corresponds to the rack section number.

µ−1Fi
=

 E
[
|xLU−x0|

vr
+
|yLU−yNT+1|

vr
+ |x0−x1|

vr

]
= 2×w

vr
+ NT×h

vr
+ w

vr
, if i = 1

E
[
|xi−xi−1|

vr

]
= w

vr
, o.w

(2)

µ−1Bi
=

 E
[
|x1−x−1|

vr
+ |y0−yLU |

vr
+ |x−1−xLU |

vr

]
= 2×w

vr
+ h

vr
+ w

vr
, if i = 1

E
[
|xi−xi−1|

vr

]
= w

vr
, o.w

(3)

Equation 4 presents the travel time within RSi. Note that ys and yr, the storage and retrieval

locations within the rack section, are uniformly distributed.

TRSi
=
|yNT+1 − ys|

vr
+ τu +

|ys − yr|
vr

+ τl +
|yr − y0|

vr
(4)

The expected value and squared coefficient of variation of the service time of RSi is:

µ−1RSi
= E[TRSi

] (5)

cv2RSi
=
V ar[TRSi

]

[E[TRSi
]]2

(6)

4.2 No Buffer Space inside a Rack Section and WOS Blocking Policy

In the WOS policy, the robots move to the top of the rack section and check whether the rack

section is occupied. If it is not occupied, it moves to the rack section. If not, it waits on top. This

process can be modeled using the blocking-after-service (BAS) protocol (Perros 1994), in which

the robot either goes to the rack section node or waits at the previous node if the rack section is

full. Figure 7 presents the corresponding queueing network.

In this network, all the nodes are modeled as single-server queues with exponentially distributed
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µ−1
LU

µ−1
RS1

µ−1
f1

µ−1
RS2

µ−1
f2

K

µ−1
RSi

µ−1
fi

µ−1
t1

µ−1
tNT

µ−1
bi

µ−1
b2

µ−1
b1

µ−1
f0

Figure 7: Closed-queueing network with finite buffer (WOS policy)

service times (this is needed for the solution approach to solve this network, which will be discussed

in Section 5.2). The L/U point is assumed to have unlimited buffer space, while all the other

nodes do not have any buffer space. Using an unlimited buffer at the L/U point is justified since

in practice the robots can wait on a conveyor with ample space. The description of each node, as

well as its expected service time, is presented in the next part.

Service Times Expressions

The expected service time in the L/U point and in the rack section do not change when including

blocking in the system, therefore µ−1LU and µ−1RSi
have the same value as the unlimited buffer network

presented in Section 4.1. µ−1f0 is the travel time to move horizontally from the L/U point to the

location (x0, y1) in Figure 3, with expectation 2w
vr

. µ−1ti is the travel time to climb one tier, with

expectation h
vr

. Similarly, µ−1fi and µ−1bi are the travel times to move horizontally the width of one

RS, with expectation w
vr

; note that i = 1, .., NC .

4.3 No Buffer Space inside a Rack Section and REC Blocking Policy

First, we build a network for one rack section, denoted by RS and then we extend it to the whole

system. Upon service completion, the robot goes from the work station to the top of the rack

section. This process is defined by two infinite server queues F and UP . If the rack section is not

occupied, the robot enters the rack section. Otherwise, it recirculates in the system by going to the

infinite server queue D which in combination with node UP creates the outer recirculation loop.
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Note that the robot recirculates in the outer loop of the system (Figure 5b). After completing

one loop, the robot checks the rack section again. Let pb be the probability that the rack section

is occupied. Then, with probability pb, the robot goes to node D and with probability 1− pb, the

robot enters node RS. Upon service completion in RS, the robot continues its route to the L/U

point via the infinite server queue G, which represents the travel time between the rack section

and the L/U point. Figure 8 illustrates the resulting closed-queueing network.

µ−1
LU

µ−1
RS

µ−1
UP

µ−1
D

µ−1
G

pb

1− pb

K

µ−1
F

Figure 8: Closed-queueing network for one RS

Since the waiting robots circulate in the outer loop without stopping anywhere, we assume

that no blocking occurs in the outer loop. Therefore, we can treat each rack section separately

and extend the previous network to accommodate the rest of the rack sections. Figure 9 presents

the resulting network.

Service Times Expressions

The terms, µ−1RSi
and µ−1LU have the same value as in Section 4.1. µ−1F is the travel time to move

horizontally from the L/U point to the location (x0, y1) in figure 3. µ−1UPi
is the travel time to go

from (x0, y1) to the top of RSi, and µ−1Bi
is the travel time to go from bottom of the RSi to the

L/U point. µ−1Di
is the travel time to go from the top of the RSi to (x0, y1), so that µ−1Di

plus µ−1UPi

creates the whole loop time. µ−1F , µ−1UPi
, µ−1Bi

, and µ−1Di
are presented in Equations 7, 8, 9, and 10,
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UP2

µ−1
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K
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µ−1
G2
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1
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Figure 9: Closed-queueing network with finite buffer (REC policy)

respectively; note that i = 1, .., NC .

µ−1F =
2× w
vr

(7)

µ−1UPi
=
NT × h
vr

+
(i)× w
vr

(8)

µ−1Gi
=
i× w
vr

+
h

vr
+

2× w
vr

(9)

µ−1Di
=

((NC + 1)− i)× w
vr

+
(NT + 1)× h

vr
+

(NC + 1)× w
vr

+
h

vr
(10)

5 Solution Approach

In this section, we provide three solution approaches, to solve the networks that are presented

in Section 4. Section 5.1 offers a solution to solve the network with unlimited buffer locations.

Section 5.2 discusses the solution approach for solving the network for the WOS policy, and Section

5.3 presents a solution algorithm to solve the network corresponding to the REC policy.

5.1 Closed-Queueing Network with Unlimited Buffer

The RSi nodes corresponding to the closed-queueing network described in Section 4.1 have gen-

erally distributed service times. Therefore the networks do not have a product form solution
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(Baskett et al. 1975) and an approximation technique is required. We use Approximate Mean

Value Analysis (AMVA) to approximate the performance of the networks. The AMVA method

is an extension of the regular MVA method (Reiser and Lavenberg 1980), in which the squared

coefficient of variation of the service time is used as a correction factor in calculating the residence

times. The method is explained in Appendix A.

Validation

To validate the model for the vertical system, we compare the result with the output data provided

by Bastian Solutions, a consulting company that has implemented such systems in practice. Table

3 presents the system parameters.

Table 3: System parameters (Bastian Solutions 2016)

n/2 w h K vr τl, τu τLU

875 80 cm 32 cm 15 1 m/s 1.5 sec 5 sec

The company only reported the maximum velocity of robots without accounting for acceler-

ation/deceleration, to be 1.89 m/s. We adopt the approach by Lerher et al. (2010) to obtain

the average velocity of the robot (see Appendix B). We assume that the robot has an accelera-

tion/deceleration of 1 m/s2 and calculate the average velocity of the robot inside the rack section.

The resulting average velocity of the robot is 1 m/s which we use in the rest of this study. To es-

timate w and h, we have added 5% to the tote dimensions as reported by the company, to account

for the rack size and other clearances in the rack structure. The system also has two L/U points,

one at each end of the aisle. Using the given parameters, the system achieves a throughput of 800

dual-command cycles per hour according to the company. Using our analytical model we estimate

the system throughput to be 834 dual-command cycles per hour (about 4.25% higher than what

is achieved). This difference is mainly due to the absence of exact system parameters, as well as

the real-time warehouse management and control protocols present in the vertical system.
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5.2 Closed-Queueing Network without Buffer Location - WOS Policy

Due to the finite buffers, the queueing network developed in Section 4.2 does not have a product

form solution (Perros 1994) and an approximation is needed to obtain the performance statistics.

We use the approximation proposed by Akyildiz (1988) because it fits our network’s characteristics.

The approximation is a modified MVA for calculating the mean residence time of the jobs in the

blocked node. First, the number of jobs in the destination node is calculated using MVA. If the

calculated number of jobs is bigger than the number of buffer spaces in the destination node,

the new job is blocked. Therefore, the new job remains in the source node until a spot in the

destination node becomes available. This place will be available after a job has finished service

at the destination node. Accordingly, the mean residence time of the new jobs in the source node

increases by the mean remaining service time of the job in the destination node. The remaining

service time of the job in the destination node is approximated to be the same as the expected

service time of the destination node. The detailed explanation of the algorithm and its accuracy

evaluation can be found in Akyildiz (1988).

5.3 Closed-Queueing Network without Buffer Location - REC Policy

The queueing network developed in Section 4.3 does not have a product form solution either.

To accurately estimate the performance statistics, we approximate the network by another one

with the jump-over blocking protocol (Van Dijk 1988). The jump-over network has a product

form solution, and its performance statistics can be calculated using MVA (Van der Gaast et al.

2016). We first present how the jump-over network is built, and then we illustrate the MVA based

algorithm to solve the network. Table 4 presents the notations used in explaining the jump-over

network and the solution algorithm.

Jump-over Network

Assume a robot that intends to visit RSi is labeled as either entered RSi or skipped RSi. Techni-

cally, this labeling is done based on the robot actually visiting the RSi, i.e., it is labeled entered
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Table 4: Notations for jump-over network

Notation Description

k number of robots in the network
K total number of robots in the system
j,m, n nodes in the network: LU , F , UPi, RSi, Di, Bi

i rack section index: 1, 2, ..., NC

Tj(k) mean residence time of node j when there are k jobs in the network
Lj(k) mean number of robots at node j when there are k jobs in the network
X(k) overall throughput of the system when there are k jobs in the network
Pm,n routing probability of going from node m to node n
pbi blocking probability of node RSi
Uj(k) utilization of node j when there are k jobs in the network
πj(q|k) marginal probability of having q jobs in node j when there are k jobs in the system
Vj visit ratio for node j
µ−1j expected service time of node j

RSi if it actually entered RSi and served, and it is labeled skipped RSi if it skipped RSi because

the rack section was occupied. However, in the jump-over network, the robot goes in the rack

section, but the labeling is done randomly and regardless of whether the robot was actually served

at RSi or not. The probability of a robot receiving either one of the labels is taken as the fraction

of robots in the original network receiving the specific label, i.e., the fraction of robots that are

labeled as skipped RSi equals the blocking probability of RSi in the original network (pbi). Ini-

tially, pbi is not known; however, it can be estimated iteratively using any initial guess. Hence,

it is assumed that pbi is known beforehand in the jump-over network. Therefore, PRSi,Di
(routing

probability to go from RSi to Di) equals pbi and PRSi,Gi
(routing probability to go from RSi to Gi)

equals to 1−pbi . This means that the robot is labeled skipped RSi and routed to the node Di with

probability pbi , and it is labeled entered RSi and routed to the node Gi with probability 1− pbi .

Finally, after the robot comes out of the RSi, it follows the mentioned Markovian route regardless

of whether it skipped or served inside RSi. Figure 10 presents the corresponding network with

the jump over protocol.
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Figure 10: Jump-over approximation of the closed-queueing network in Figure 9

Visit Ratios

The visit ratios (Vj) can be calculated for each node according to the routing probabilities. We

illustrate the approach to obtain visit ratios with one rack section in the system. Then, using the

same idea, the visit ratio of the system with more than one rack section can be obtained. For

that purpose, we follow a robot doing a dual-command cycle route, starting from the L/U point

and coming back to the L/U point. Depending on how many times the robot has jumped the

rack section, the number of times it visited each node in one route is different. Table 5 presents

the number of times the robot visits each node on its route for different scenarios, along with the

probability of a scenario.

Table 5: Number of times the robot visits each node

LU F UP RS D G Probability
1 1 1 1 0 1 1− pb
1 1 2 2 1 1 (1− pb)pb
1 1 3 3 2 1 (1− pb)p2b
1 1 4 4 3 1 (1− pb)p3b
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

The number of times the robot visits LU , F and G in a dual-command cycle is always 1.

Therefore, the expected number of visits for LU , F and G is 1 (VLU = 1, VF = 1, VG = 1). It is
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clear from the Table 5, that the number of times the robot visits UP or RS follows a geometric

distribution with parameter 1 − pb. Therefore, the expected number of visits for UP and RS

is VUP = VRS = 1
1−pb . The number of times the robot visits D also follows the same geometric

distribution, but starting from 0. Hence, the visit ratio for D is VD = pb
1−pb . Similarly, the visit

ratios for a network with more than one rack section can be obtained by multiplying them with

the probability that the RSi is selected.

Mean Value Analysis for Jump-over Network

The idea is to initialize the pbi with any arbitrary value, then to solve the jump-over network using

MVA, update the blocking probabilities and repeat the MVA again until the difference between

the current calculated blocking probability and the previous one is less than a given ε.

In each iteration of the MVA, given k robots in the system, the algorithm calculates Tj(k),

X(k), Lj(k), and πRSi
(1|k) (the marginal probabilities that RSi is occupied). By iteratively

increasing the number of robots in the system from 0 to K, we can calculate all the performance

statistics. For the initialization phase (k = 0), we have Li(0) = 0, πRSi
(0|0) = 1, πRSi

(1|0) = 0.

Using the arrival theorem, the mean residence time of the LU , F , UPi, Di, and Gi are calculated

as:

Tj(k) =


1
µj

(1 + Lj(k − 1)) if j = LU

1
µj

if j = F,UPi, Di, Gi

(11)

The mean residence time of the RSi is calculated by the following expression:

TRSi
(k) =pbi × 0 + (1− pbi)

1

µRSi

(12)

(13)

pbi is the probability that the RSi is occupied, i.e. the probability of having one robot in RSi

when we have k − 1 robots in the system.

pbi = πRSi
(1|k − 1) (14)
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as a result:

TRSi
(k) = πRSi

(1|k − 1)× 0 + (1− πRSi
(1|k − 1))

1

µRSi

(15)

Once the Tj(k)s are obtained, the system throughput X(k) is calculated by using Little’s Law:

X(k) =
k∑

j

VjTj(k)
(16)

Using the throughput of the system and using Little’s Law again, the new number of robots in

each node for the next iteration is calculated:

Lj(k) = VjX(k)Tj(k)

The marginal probabilities of having q robot in RSi are calculated by balancing the number of

transaction per time unit between state q − 1 and q. The rate from q to q − 1 is given by

µRSi
πRSi

(q|k), and by using the arrival theorem, the rate of going from q−1 to q is VRSi
X(k)πRSi

(q−

1|k − 1). Since q is either 1 or 0 for RSi we have:

πRSi
(1|k) =

VRSi
X(k)

µRSi

πRSi
(0|k − 1) (17)

Furthermore, from the normalization constraint we have:

πRSi
(0|k) = 1− πRSi

(1|k) (18)

Therefore, the marginal probabilities can be calculated by exploiting Equations 17 and 18.

The performance statistics are estimated by sequentially applying the above equations. How-

ever, before the procedure starts, the blocking probability needs to be initialized. The initial value

for the blocking probabilities can be any arbitrary number between zero and one. Based on this

initial value for the blocking probabilities and by using the MVA method, the marginal probability

of finding RSi containing one robot is obtained. Then, we use this value as a new initial value for
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the blocking probabilities and repeat the MVA again.

pnewbi
= πRSi

(1|K) (19)

We continue the procedure until the difference between the newly calculated blocking probabilities

and the current one is less than an ε.

|pnewbi
− pcurrentbi

| < ε

The total procedure is presented in Appendix C.

Validation

We use simulation to see whether the jump-over approximation accurately estimates the perfor-

mance statistics of the system with the REC policy. Instead of simulating the queueing network,

we simulate a realistic implementation of an actual system to validate the model. The detailed

simulation is built using the parameters listed in Table 3. The only difference is that the sys-

tem has two rack sections and four tiers. The simulation is built in AutoModTMsoftware version

12.3, simulation software commonly used by many material handling companies. The model uses

the actual REC blocking policy and the exact physical dimensions of racks, totes, and robots,

and exact travel times. Only the picking process is assumed to have an exponential distribution

with unlimited buffer capacity. We run the simulation 40 times and record the results with 90%

confidence intervals. Then, using the same parameters, we create the jump-over approximation

of the system and solve it using the proposed algorithm. The blocking probabilities of each rack

section and the system throughput of the system obtained by simulation and the analytical model

are compared with two levels for the number of robots K in the system: five and 10. Table 6

illustrates the results.

The jump-over approximation results in less than 4% error, and is, therefore, an accurate

representation of the original system with the REC blocking policy.
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Table 6: Performance statistics

K Blocking Probability - RS1 Blocking Probability - RS2 System Throughput (DC/h)

Sim Jump Error Sim Jump Error Sim Jump Error
5 0.4791± 0.0091 0.4626 3.44% 0.4535± 0.0132 0.4657 2.69% 683.12± 4.30 687.49 0.64%
10 0.6393± 0.0081 0.6543 2.34% 0.6787± 0.0053 0.6582 3.02% 866.51± 6.41 895.98 3.40%

DC/h: dual-command cycle per hour

6 Numerical Analysis

Choosing the right dimensions of the system directly influences the performance of the system. In

Section 6.1, we investigate different layout configurations of the vertical system using the model

developed in Section 4.1, to obtain the optimal layout. Later in Section 6.2, we compare the

performance of the two blocking policies modeled in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 to evaluate under which

conditions the blocking policies result in better system performance.

6.1 Optimal Configuration

Using the closed-queueing network developed in Section 4.1 (i.e. no blocking is assumed), we

analyze different layout configurations, with varying height to width ratio (i.e., NT/NC), to obtain

the optimal layout configuration. We investigate four levels of the number of storage locations

(n/2 = 300, 600, 900, 1200) and two levels of the number of robots in the system (K = 5 and

10). The rest of the system parameters are the same as shown in Table 3. In each scenario, the

system throughput is calculated while changing the number of tiers and rack sections in a way

that the total number of storage location remains the same. The layout resulting in the maximum

system throughput is identified as the optimal layout. Figure 11 illustrates system throughput for

different scenarios. The x− axis is the value of NT

NC
in a logarithmic scale and the y − axis is the

system throughput, measured in the number of dual-command cycles per hour.

Table 7 presents the layout configuration which achieves the maximum system throughput.

Since NT and NC take integer values, only certain ratios of NT/NC can be realized for a given

number of storage locations. As a result, the presented optimal NT/NC ratios are not exactly the

same for a different number of total storage locations. However, Table 7 and Figure 11 show that
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Figure 11: System throughput in different scenarios

Table 7: Optimal layout configurations

Ns R NT NC (NT/NC)∗ Throughput (DC/h)

300 5 15 20 0.75 410.54
300 10 15 20 0.75 659.07
600 5 24 25 0.96 334.94
600 10 24 25 0.96 588.35
900 5 30 30 1.00 291.00
900 10 30 30 1.00 532.21
1200 5 40 30 1.33 260.45
1200 10 40 30 1.33 486.31

DC/h: dual-command cycles per hour

the optimal NT/NC ratios are close to 1 in each scenario.

Instead of using a queueing network, some studies adopt a probabilistic travel time approach

to obtain the optimal layout configuration. In that method, the system configuration is chosen

to minimize the dual-command throughput time. In Appendix D, this approach is presented for

the vertical system. The results are presented in Table 8. The reported numbers are the feasible

values for NT and NC while the numbers in parentheses are the actual numbers calculated by the
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method.

Table 8: Optimal layout configurations using dual-command throughput
time expression approach

Ns R NT NC NT/NC Throughput (DC/h)

300 5 20 (17.92) 15 (16.74) 1.33 (1.07) 410.36
300 10 20 (17.92) 15 (16.74) 1.33 (1.07) 656.83
600 5 25 (25.35) 24 (23.66) 1.04 (1.07) 334.80
600 10 25 (25.35) 24 (23.66) 1.04 (1.07) 588.05
900 5 30 (31.05) 30 (28.99) 1.00 (1.07) 291.00
900 10 30 (31.05) 30 (28.99) 1.00 (1.07) 532.21
1200 5 40 (35.86) 30 (33.46) 1.33 (1.07) 260.45
1200 10 40 (35.86) 30 (33.46) 1.33 (1.07) 486.31

DC/h: dual-command cycle per hour

The optimal layout resulting from the travel time expression approach leads to almost the

same system throughput as the queueing network. Hence, in this particular case, the waiting

times in the L/U point and rack section queues in the network do not affect the optimal layout

configuration.

6.2 Comparing the Blocking Policies

Two blocking policies were modeled in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In this section, we aim to find out

how the REC policy performs compared to the basic WOS policy. We analyze the performance of

a system with four rack sections and eight tiers (NC = 4, NT = 8). In order to see the blocking

effect on performance, the system needs to be the bottleneck and not the picker. Therefore, we

assume to have four servers (pickers) at the single L/U point each with a picking time of 3.6 sec

(which corresponds to current state-of-the-art picking stations that achieve 1000 dual-command

cycles per picker per hour). The high picking speed at the L/U point prevents the picking process

become the bottleneck. The rest of the system parameters are the same as in Table 3. In this

scenario, we increase the number of robots in the system from one to 15 and observe the system

throughput obtained by the two blocking policies. The results are illustrated in Figure 12. The

x−axis represents the number of robots in the system and the y−axis is the system throughput,

measured in dual-command cycles per hour.
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Figure 12: System throughput using different blocking policies

The graph (Figure 12) shows that the two policies perform approximately the same with a

small number of robots in the system (the WOS policy has a slight advantage). However, if we

increase the number of robots, the system throughput decreases sharply under the WOS policy.

This decrease can be attributed to the waiting robots that block passing robots in the outer loop.

The reason is that, there are some waiting positions in the system depending on the number

of tiers and rack sections (see Figure 4.2), and once all the waiting positions are occupied, the

blocking delays cause the system throughput to drop. In our example, the throughput drops if

we increase the number of robots from eight to nine, since this can result in a situation in which

all four rack sections are full with a robot waiting on top of each. Therefore, the ninth robot will

definitely be delayed, resulting in a sudden decrease in the system throughput. This phenomenon

is mitigated with the REC policy, in which robots are circulating in the system while waiting for

their rack section to become available. Consequently, they never block other moving robots. If we

compare the two policies, the REC has a lower system throughput, especially when the waiting

time is less than the recirculation time and the number of robots is small. However, the REC

policy can achieve a higher without worrying about the blocking delays when the number of robots

in the system is increased. Therefore, the REC policy is a suitable blocking policy for the vertical

system.
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7 Cost-Performance Comparison of the Vertical and Hor-

izontal System

Building on the previous sections, we now have the tools to compare the performance of the vertical

and the horizontal systems. The horizontal system most comparable to the vertical system, is a

system consisting of several aisles, where each aisle consists of two single-deep storage racks, with

a dedicated lift and tier-to-tier shuttles. An L/U point is located at one end of each aisle (Figure

13). An extra L/U point can be added at the other end of the aisle, but then an extra lift needs

to be installed as well. The lift can be either discrete or continuous. A discrete lift can only

transport one shuttle at a time, while the continuous lift (i.e. a sort of vertical conveyor) can

transport multiple shuttles simultaneously. However, the discrete lift is faster than a continuous

lift. It should be noted that the shuttles can reach the first tier without needing a lift. However,

a lift is needed to access the remaining tiers for the vertical movement. In this horizontal system,

each aisle operates independently. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we analyze the performance

of a single aisle of the vertical system with a single aisle of the horizontal system.

Figure 13: Horizontal system (Source: MultishuttleTMby Dematic)

To be in line with the vertical system analysis, we make similar assumptions for analyzing the

horizontal system:
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a. Dual-command cycle orders for shuttles: We assume all requests are executed in a dual-

command cycle.

b. Same tier: We assume that the dual-command cycle orders are always for a specific tier. i.e.

there is always a storage location available in the same tier from which we want to retrieve

the new item.

c. Uniform assignment: We assume that storage and retrieval locations are assigned uniformly

in the system.

d. One shuttle per tier: We assume only one shuttle can access each tier at a certain time in

order to avoid the risk of having a deadlock in the system.

e. Constant velocity: We ignore acceleration and deceleration of shuttles and discrete lift during

movements in our analysis, and shuttles and lift have a constant velocity.

f. Dwell point: We assume the Point of Service Completion (POSC) dwell point policy for the

discrete lift. We assume the shuttles dwell at the L/U point.

In our analysis, we compare the maximum system throughput of the two systems for a given

K, assuming there is enough buffer space available ins each tier of the horizontal system and each

rack section of the vertical system. Then we calculate the operating cost associated with the

system throughput for each system to investigate which system achieves a higher throughput at

a lower operating cost. This cost-performance analysis can guide decision makers to choose the

right system based on performance needs and budget constraints. We estimate the performance of

the horizontal system by developing a closed-queueing network model with unlimited buffer space,

and estimate the performance of the vertical system by using the model developed in Section 4.1.

The details of the model for the horizontal system are presented in Appendix E.

The operating cost is evaluated on the basis of the annualized cost as a sum of three items;

equipment cost, floor space cost, and picker cost:

Cost = (Cs + Cr)×K + Cl ×NLU + CA × A+ Cp ×NLU (20)
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in which:

• Cs: annualized cost of a shuttle [e/year]

• Cl: annualized cost of a lift [e/year]

• Cr: annualized cost of a robot [e/year]

• Cp: annual cost of a picker [e/year]

• CA: annual floor space cost [e/(m2×year)]

• A: floor space [m2]

• K: number of robots or shuttles in the system

• NLU : number of L/U points in the system

Note that Cs and Cl are zero for the vertical system, and Cr is zero for the horizontal system.

The rack cost is assumed to be the same for both systems and therefore is ignored in our analysis.

A is equal to (w × depth) × NC in both the vertical and horizontal system. Table 9 shows the

parameters of both systems. The shuttles and the discrete lift velocity parameters are taken from

MWPVL International (2013). The continuous lift velocity is obtained by analyzing a video of

an implementation by Qimarox BV (2013). Different costs are listed in Table 10 (courtesy of

Dynamis B.V, Marchet et al. (2012) and experts’ opinions).

Table 9: System parameters

System n/2 w h depth vr vs vl(disc) vl(cont) τl, τu τl, τu(lift) τLU

Vertical System 300,600,900,1200 80 cm 32 cm 2.7 m 1 m/s N/A N/A N/A 1.5 sec N/A 5 sec
Horizontal System 300,600,900,1200 80 cm 32 cm 2.7 m N/A 3.2 m/s 3.2 m/s 1 m/s 2 sec 3 sec 5 sec

We assume that there is one L/U point available in the systems. We first determine the layout

that maximizes the throughput, with a given storage capacity (n/2 = 300, 600, 900, 1200), given

number of robots (K = 1, ..., 15), and a system type. Then, the annualized cost of the configuration

is calculate using the costs presented in Table 10, and assuming seven years of service and a 10%

interest rate. Figure 14 illustrates the system throughput versus the annualized operating cost.
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Table 10: Unit costs

Cost item Unit of measure Value Expected Life

Shuttle e 15,000 7 years
Discrete Lift e 50,000 7 years
Continuous Lift e 60,000 7 years
Robot e 15,000 7 years
Floor Space e/(m2×year) 70 N/A
Picker e/year 35,000 N/A

(a) n
2 = 300 (b) n

2 = 600

(c) n
2 = 900 (d) n

2 = 1200

Figure 14: System throughput vs. annual operating cost - one L/U point

The vertical system always outperforms the horizontal system with discrete lift (horizontal-

d), both in terms of operating costs and system throughput. No matter what the number of

storage locations in the system is, the vertical system always has lower operating costs compared

to the horizontal-d system for the same throughput. Furthermore, the system throughput in the

horizontal-d system saturates as the lift becomes the bottleneck in the system. Therefore, the

upper bound for the throughput capacity depends on the capacity of the lift. For instance when

n/2 = 300 the throughput capacity cannot be increased to more than 500 dual-command cycles

per hour because the lift becomes the bottleneck at this point. Note that the capacity of the lift
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depends on the height of the rack, and since the rack is optimized for every individual instance,

increasing the number of robots can lead to a different rack structure with different lift capacity.

However, in the vertical system, the system throughput can be increased until the picker becomes

the bottleneck, at 720 dual-command cycles per hour.

Compared to the horizontal system with continuous lift (horizontal-c), the horizontal-d system

performs better when a lower system throughput is required. For a required system throughput of

up to about 240 dual-command cycles per hour, the horizontal-d system has lower operating costs,

while the horizontal-c system has a lower operating cost when a system throughput of more than

about 390 dual-command cycles per hour is needed. Between a system throughput of 240 and

390, either system can perform with a lower operating cost depending on the number of storage

locations in the system.

The performance of the vertical system also depends on the number of storage locations in

the system. When n/2 = 300, the vertical system always produces a given system throughput at

a lower operating cost compared to the horizontal-c system. However, as the number of storage

locations increases, the operating cost of the vertical system increases more than the horizontal-c

system. As a result when n/2 = 1200 the vertical system has a lower operating cost when the

required system throughput is at most 540 dual-command cycles per hour. Beyond this threshold,

the horizontal-c system has a lower operating cost.

It is possible to carry out the same analysis assuming two L/U points are available in each

system (at either end of the aisle). The results are presented in Figure 15.

In this situation, the vertical system always has a lower operating cost compared to both

horizontal systems. This is because an additional L/U point in the horizontal system requires the

installation of an extra lift, which increases the operating cost significantly. For horizontal-c and

horizontal-d systems, similar to the scenario with one L/U point, the operating cost depends on

the number of storage locations in the system. When n/2 = 300, the horizontal-d system can

generate a system throughput up to 380 dual-command cycles per hour, with lower operating cost

compared to the horizontal-c system. The number decreases to 560 when n/2 = 1200. Similar to

the one L/U scenario, the system throughput of the horizontal-d system saturates sooner than the
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Figure 15: System throughput vs. annual operating cost - two L/U points

other systems at around 1060 dual-command cycle per hour, since the lifts become the bottleneck.

Figure 16 summarizes the cost comparison of the three systems. In the figure, the annual

operational costs of the vertical system (Cv), the horizontal-c system (Ch-c), and the horizontal-

d system (Ch-d) are compared depending on the number of storage locations and the desired

system throughput. Note that the throughput of the horizontal-d system cannot go beyond the

black region in each scenario, since that is the point in which the lift becomes the bottleneck.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we study a vertical storage and retrieval system. This is a new robotic-based system

which eliminates the need for lifts for the vertical transportation. Robots in this system have

the ability to move horizontally and vertically independently and access all the storage locations

within the aisle. We develop analytical models to analyze the performance of the vertical system.

First, we assume there are infinite buffer locations available in each rack section and therefore
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Figure 16: Summary of the cost comparison of the three systems

no blocking delays occur in the system. We develope a closed-queueing network and estimate the

system throughput by using AMVA. We then develop a system dimension optimization model to

obtain the optimal system layout for the maximum system throughput. The results show that

when using the provided system parameters, the optimal ratio of height-to-width (i.e. number

of tiers divided by the number of rack sections) is around 1. Next, we relax the assumption of

having unlimited buffer locations in each rack section to estimate the effect of blocking delays

on the system performance.We propose a REC waiting policy for the blocked robots, as opposed

to the more obvious WOS policy in which the robots wait on top of the occupied rack section

until it is unoccupied. We develope two closed-queueing networks corresponding to each policy to

estimate the performance of the system. We use an approximate method proposed by Akyildiz

(1988) to estimate the system throughput in the WOS network. In the case of REC network,

We develop a new approximation technique by using the jump-over blocking protocol and an

iterative algorithm based on MVA to estimate the performance of the system. This results in a

very accurate estimation of the system throughput of the real system. Comparing the results of

the two policies, the WOS policy has a slight advantage when the number of robots in the system

is small. However, increasing the number of robots results in a sharp decrease in the system
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throughput which can be mitigated by adopting the REC policy.

We then compare the performance of the vertical system with the horizontal system. The

horizontal system is modeled by a closed-queueing network with an unlimited buffer and the

system throughput is estimated using AMVA. We compare the cost-performance of the vertical

system, the horizontal system with a discrete lift, and the horizontal system with a continuous

lift. The results indicate that when there is one L/U point in the system, the vertical system

outperforms the horizontal-d system in both operating costs and system throughput. However,

compared to the horizontal-c system, its performance depends on the number of storage locations

in the system.

When there are two L/U points in the system, the vertical system always has a lower operating

cost compared to both the horizontal systems. Horizontal systems require an extra lift when there

are two L/U points, which increases operating costs significantly.

For future studies, it would be interesting to examine the effect of different storage policies on

the performance of the vertical system. Furthermore, it is interesting to investigate the effect of

transaction sequencing policies on system throughput in the presence of multi-line orders.
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Appendix A Approximate Mean Value Analysis (AMVA)

Approximate Mean Value Analysis or AMVA is an approximation technique which extends the

regular MVA (Reiser and Lavenberg 1980) to include nodes with a generally distributed service

time. The MVA algorithm exploits two simple laws: a) Little’s law which expresses the relation

between mean residence time, throughput and mean number of jobs in a node of the overall

network, and b) Arrival theorem which says that upon arrival at a node i, a job observes the

system in the steady state with one job less (Bolch et al. 2006). Here we present the AMVA

method for a single class closed-queueing network based on the MVA algorithm presented in

Bolch et al. (2006). The notation used in the algorithm is presented in Table 11.

Table 11: Notations AMVA

Notation Description

k number of jobs in the network
K total number of jobs in the system
i nodes index: 1,2,...,N
j servers index
Ti(k) mean residence time at node i when there are k jobs in the network
Li(k) mean number of jobs at node i when there are k jobs in the network
Ui(k) utilization of node i when there are k jobs in the network
mi number of servers in node i
X(k) system throughput when there are k jobs in the network
πi(q|k) marginal probability of having q jobs in node j when there are k jobs in the system
Vi visit ratio for node i
µ−1i expected service time of node i

The AMVA for a single class closed-queueing network is described as follows:

Step 1: Initialization. For all i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., (mi− 1), E(Li(0)) = 0 and πi(0|0) = 0

and πi(j|0) = 0.

Step 2: Start iteration over the number of jobs k = 1, ..., K
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Step 3: Calculate the mean response time of a job at node i:

Ti(k) =



1
µi

×
[
1 + Li(k − 1)− Ui(k − 1)] + Ui(k − 1)

(
1+cv2i

2

)]
for mi=1

1
µi.mi

×
[
1 + Li(k − 1))− Ui(k − 1)] + Ui(k − 1)

(
1+cv2i

2

)
+

mi−2∑
j=0

(mi − j − 1).πi(j|k − 1)

]
for mi > 1

1
µi

for i = IS

(21)

The conditional probabilities are calculated by equations 22 and 23

πi(0|k) = 1−
k∑
j=1

Xi(k)

µi.αi(j)
.πi(j − 1|k − 1) (22)

πi(j|k) =
Xi(k)

µi.αi(j)
.πi(j − 1|k − 1) (23)

In which αi(j) is:

αi(j) =

 j if j ≤ mi

mi o.w
(24)

Step 4: Compute the system throughput and throughput of each node using equations 25 and 26

respectively:

X(k) =
k

N∑
i=1

Vi.E[Ti(k)]

(25)

Xi(k) = Vi.X(k) (26)

Step 5: Calculate mean number of jobs at node i using equation 27 and return to Step 3 until

k = K.

E[Li(k)] = Xi(k).E[Ti(k)] (27)
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Appendix B Average Velocity Calculation

Since inside the rack section the robot stops twice to load and unload tote, its average velocity

is much lower than its maximum velocity including the acceleration and declaration. We use a

procedure similar as Lerher et al. (2010) to calculate the average velocity of the robot. Depending

on the storage and retrieval location, the robot’s velocity either reaches its peak or not. Therefore,

the velocity-time relationship of the robot is one of the graphs in Figure 17.

0

vmax

Tt1 T − t1

t

v

(a) vr reaches the vmax

0

vmax

Tt1

t

v

v(t1)

(b) vr doesn’t reach vmax

Figure 17: velocity-time relationship of the robot

We now present the average velocity for the robot in each scenario.

Velocity v(t1) is equal to vmax:

In this scenario, the velocity expression in dependence of time is presented in the following equa-

tion:

v(t) =


at 0 < t < t1

vmax t1 < t < T − t1
−a(t− T ) T − t1 < t < T

(28)

In which a is the acceleration. Now we can calculate the distance in depend of time by taking an

integral from the velocity:

d(t) =

∫ t

0

v(t)dt =

∫ t1

0

atdt+

∫ T−t1

t1

vmaxdt+

∫ T

T−t1
−a(t− T )dt (29)

=
at21
2

+ vmax(T − 2t1) +
at21
2
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It is clear from Figure 17a that t1 = vmax/a. By substituting it in the equation 29 we have:

d(T ) = vmax.T −
V 2
max

a
(30)

Therefore the average velocity is:

vavg =
d(T )

T
= vmax −

v2max
T.a

(31)

Velocity v(t1) is less than vmax:

In this scenario, the velocity expression in dependence of time is presented in the following equa-

tion:

v(t) =

 at 0 < t < t1

−a(t− T ) t1 < t < T
(32)

Now we can calculate the distance in depend of time by taking an integral from the velocity:

d(t) =

∫ t

0

v(t)dt =

∫ t1

0

atdt+

∫ T

T−t1
−a(t− T )dt (33)

=
at21
2

+
a(T − t1)2

2

It is clear from Figure 17a that t1 = T/2. By substituting it in the equation 33 we have:

d(T ) =
a.T 2

4
(34)

Therefore the average velocity is:

vavg =
d(T )

T
=
a.T

4
(35)
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Appendix C MVA for Jump-Over Network

Step 1: For all i = 1, 2, ..., NC , initialize the blocking probabilities: pcurrentbi
= arbitrary number

between 0. and 1.

Step 2: For all j = LU, F, UPi, RSi, Di, Bi and i = 1, 2, ..., NC , initialize Lj(0) = 0, πRSi
(0|0) = 1,

πRSi
(1|0) = 0.

Step 3: Start iteration over the number of jobs k = 1, ..., K.

Step 4: Calculate mean throughput time for each node:

Tj(k) =


1
µj

(1 + Lj(k − 1)) if j = LU

1
µj

if j = F,Upi, Di, Bi

πj(1|k − 1)× 0 + (1− πj(1|k − 1)) 1
µj

if j = RSi

Step 5: Calculate the system throughput:

X(k) = k∑
j
VjTj(k)

Step 6: Calculate mean queue length for each node:

Lj(k) = VjX(k)Tj(k)

Step 7: Update marginal probabilities that the node RSi is occupied:

(I) πRSi
(1|k) =

VRSi
X(k)

µRSi
πRSi

(0|k − 1)

(II) πRSi
(0|k) = 1− πRSi

(1|k)

Step 8: Repeat Steps 4 to 6, until k = K

Step 9: Calculate new blocking probabilities for node RSi:

pnewbi
= πRSi

(1|K)

Step 10: If |pnewbi
− pcurrentbi

| > ε, update pcurrentbi
= pnewbi

and return to Step 2, otherwise, end.
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Appendix D Deriving Optimal Layout of the Vertical Sys-

tem by Using Travel Time Expressions

Taking the expected value from equation 1 and doing some simplifications results in equation 37:

E[CTdc] =τLU +
2.w

vr
+
NT .h

vr
+

(NC + 1).w

2.vr
(36)

+
(NT + 1).h

2.vr
+ τu +

(NT + 1).h

3.vr
+ τl +

(NT + 1).h

2.vr

+
(NC + 1).w

2.vr
+
w

vr
+
h

vr
+
w

vr

E[CTdc] =τ +
w

vr

(
2 +

NC + 1

2
+
NC + 1

2
+ 1 + 1

)
(37)

+
h

vr

(
NT +

NT + 1

2
+
NT + 1

3
+
NT + 1

2
+ 1

)

in which

τ = τLU + τu + τl

The total storage number is n = 2.NT .NC . Therefore NC = n
2.NT

. By substituting NC in equation

37 we have,

E[CTdc] = y(NT ) = τ +
w

vr

(
5 +

n

2.NT

)
+
h

vr

(
7

3
.NT +

7

3

)
(38)

Taking the derivative of Equation 38 with respect to NT and equaling it to 0 results in:

NT =

√
3.n.w

14.h
(39)

NC =
n

2.NT

(40)
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Therefore:

NT

NC

=
3.w

7.h
(41)

Which in our case is, NT

NC
= 3×80

7×32 = 1.07

Appendix E Horizontal System with Unlimited Buffer Lo-

cations inside each Tier

In Figure 18, the side view of a single aisle of the horizontal system is presented.

Retrieval Location

Storage Location

Vehicle / Shuttle

Lift

x

y

L/U Point

w

h

(xs, ys)(xr, yr)

(xLU , yLU )

0 1 2 NC

1

2

NT

Figure 18: Side view of a single aisle of horizontal system

Figure 19a illustrate how to store an item in the horizontal system with a discrete lift. First,

the shuttle waits for the elevator to pick it up (1). Next, the shuttle is transported vertically with

the elevator in front of the desired tier (2). Then, the shuttles move horizontally inside the tier

and stores the item (3). For the retrieval, which is illustrated in Figure 19b, first, the shuttle

moves to the retrieval location inside the tier (1), picks the item and transports it to the front of

the tier (2), and waits for the lift (3). The lift brings the shuttle down towards the L/U point for

offloading the item (4). The movement of the shuttle is identical in the horizontal system with

continuous lift, except that the shuttles do not wait for the lift and can immediately use it to go

up or down.

Horizontal systems have been extensively studied in the literature (see Section 2). Here we
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Figure 19: Storage and retrieval process in horizontal system

present the closed-queueing model we developed to estimate the performance of this system.

The horizontal system can use a discrete or a continuous lift for the vertical movement, each

resulting in a slightly different model. Since the discrete lift can only serve one shuttle at a time, it

is modeled as a single server queue with generally distributed service time. On the other hand, the

continuous lift can serve multiple shuttles simultaneously; therefore, it is modeled as an infinite

server queue.

Horizontal System with Discrete Lift

The L/U point is modeled as a single server queue with an exponentially distributed service time.

Upon service completion at L/U point, the shuttle either directly goes to the first tier or use the

lift to go to other tiers. Since tiers are uniformly selected, with probability 1
NT

the shuttle goes

from the L/U point to the first tier, and with probability NT−1
NT

, it uses the lift to go to other tiers.

The load retrieval and storage process within each tier is modeled as a single server queue with

generally distributed service time. Upon service completion in the tier, the shuttle is directed to

the L/U point. If the shuttle is in the first tier, going back to the L/U point does not require

using the lift. But if the shuttle is in any other tiers, it needs to use the lift to descend to the L/U

point. The corresponding closed-queueing network is illustrated in Figure 20.

Service Times Expressions

µ−1LU depends on the speed of the picker. µ−1TRi
is based on the travel time expression for a shuttle

to perform a dual-command in tier, i = 1, 2, ..., NT . The storage and retrieval locations in each
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Figure 20: Closed-queueing network - the horizontal system with discrete lift

tier follow a uniform distribution from NC available storage columns in each tier. Using Figure

18, the time expression to perform a dual-command cycle in tier i is presented in Equation 42.

TTRi
=
|x0 − xs|

vs
+ τu +

|xs − xr|
vs

+ τl +
|xr − x0|

vs
(42)

Therefore, the expected service time and the squared coefficient of variation for the node TRi is:

µ−1TRi
= E[TTRi

] (43)

cv2TRi
=
V ar[TTRi

]

[E[TTRi
]]2

(44)

The time expression for the lift consists of two parts. We assume with probability 1
2

the lift is

doing a retrieval and with probability 1
2

is doing a storage, i.e., half of the time the lift goes from

its dwell position (yd) to the L/U point to pick up a shuttle and to bring it to the desired tier

(Equation 45), and half of the time the lift goes from its dwell position to another tier to pick up

the shuttle and to bring it down to the L/U point (Equation 46).

TLS
= YLS =

|yd − yLU |
vl

+ τl +
|yLU − ys|

vl
+ τu (45)

TLR
= YLR =

|yd − yr|
vl

+ τl +
|yr − yLU |

vl
+ τu (46)
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As we mentioned earlier, ys and yr are random variables with a uniform distribution between 2

and NT . Also, the lift uses the POSC dwell policy, i.e., the lift dwells either at the L/U point

in the first tier, after completing the retrieval process, or in front of a tier, after elevating up a

shuttle to perform the storage process. Hence, yd is a random variable, which with probability of

1
2

is at tier 1 and with probability of 1
2
× 1

NT−1 is at any other tier. So the service time of the lift

has four scenarios as illustrated in Figure 21.

Lift Service Time

Storage

Retrieval

Storage in previous action

Retrieval in previous action

Storage in previous action

Retrieval in previous action

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

YLSS = |yd−yLU |
vl

+ τl +
|yLU−ys|

vl
+ τu

YLSR = τl +
|yLU−ys|

vl
+ τu

YLRS = |yd−yr|
vl

+ τl +
|yr−yLU |

vl
+ τu

YLRR = |yLU−yr|
vl

+ τl +
|yr−yLU |

vl
+ τu

Figure 21: Lift service time

YLSS, YLSR, YLRS, and YLRR are random variables with probability density function fLSS(y),

fLSR(y), fLRS(y), and fLRR(y) respectively. The total service time of the lift is a random variable

YL with probability density function gL(y), which is equal to fLSS(y) with probability 1
4
, fLSR(y)

with probability 1
4
, fLRS(y) with probability 1

4
, and fLRR(y) with probability 1

4
. The expected

value of YL is calculated in Equation 47.

E[YL] =

∫
ygL(y)dy

=
1

4

∫
yfLSS(y)dy +

1

4

∫
yfLSR(y)dy +

1

4

∫
yfLRS(y)dy +

1

4

∫
yfLSR(y)dy

=
1

4
E[YLSS] +

1

4
E[YLSR] +

1

4
E[YLRS] +

1

4
E[YLRR] (47)
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For calculating the variance of YL, first we calculate the expected value of Y 2
L .

E[Y 2
L ] =

∫
y2gL(y)dy

=
1

4

∫
y2fLSS(y)dy +

1

4

∫
y2fLSR(y)dy +

1

4

∫
y2fLRS(y)dy +

1

4

∫
y2fLSR(y)dy

=
1

4

(
V ar[YLSS] + [E[YLSS]]2

)
+

1

4

(
V ar[YLSR] + [E[YLSR]]2

)
+

1

4

(
V ar[YLRS] + [E[YLRS]]2

)
+

1

4

(
V ar[YLRR] + [E[YLRR]]2

)
(48)

Now the variance is

V ar[YL] = E[Y 2
L ]− [E[YL]]2 (49)

Therefore the expected service time and the squared coefficient of variation for the node L is:

µ−1L = E[YL] (50)

cv2L =
V ar[YL]

[E[YL]]2
(51)

Horizontal System with Continuous Lift

As we described earlier, a continuous lift can provide service to more than one shuttles; therefore,

the shuttle does not need to wait and can immediately utilize the lift for the vertical movement.

Consequently, we can separate the storage and retrieval action of the lift, and model each as an

infinite server queue. The rest of the network is similar to the discrete lift network. The resulting

closed-queueing network is presented in Figure 22.

Service Times Expressions

The terms, µ−1LU and µ−1Ti take the same value as the one shown in the network for the system with

discrete lift. The service time for the lift only depends on the original tier and the destination
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Figure 22: Closed-queueing network - the vertical system with continuous lift

tier, therefore,

µ−1Ls
= µ−1Lr

= τl +
1

NT − 1

NT∑
i=2

[
1

NT − 1

(
i− 1

vl

)
h

]
+ τu (52)

Solution Approach

Since L and TRi nodes in the closed-queueing network have generally distributed service times,

we use AMVA to estimate the performance of the system.
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